Press release

GlobalExam introduces the Learner Exam:
its new learning space

Paris, 19th April 2021 - today GlobalExam, the specialist EdTech for highly personalised
language training, will be introducing its new platform, the Learner Exam.
The space, designed for language exam prep, such as for the TOEIC, TOEFL or
LanguageCert, is the perfect assistant for each learner, from initial login to the big day!

A highly personalised learning method

GlobalExam now offers 3 new types of courses, to guide each learner towards their goals
●

Goal Course: Specially selected training and support to succeed in future
exams and improve overall scores

●

Section Course: Specific training on each section of the exam for
progression that is targeted to meet goals

●

Skills Course: Revision sheets and exercises for making progress with
specific skills, adapted to the learner’s needs

Even more advanced engagement
Videos with native-speaker experts to
assist each learner
We offer two types of videos: instruction
videos (133 in total), for gaining total
familiarity with each exam’s structure, and
advice videos (55 in total), offering the
benefit of experts’ tips.
Personalised tracking for an improved
view of progress
The Learner Exam can evaluate the
dedication of each learner, the mock
exams taken and all the skills acquired
during the course. It also allows learners to compare themselves with other users.
More advanced performance analysis and statistics
The Learner Exam gives detailed corrections following exercises to locate any areas for
improvement. It also highlights each learner’s strengths and weaknesses and offers
them improved recommendations on making the best possible progress.

A more engaging user experience
Fun is the quickest route to success, so
the learner space interface has been
optimised
with
a more dynamic
homepage, better display of sections and
performance, emphasis on the learner’s
goal, features with reminders and
surprises, and advice and encouragement
according to performance.
“The Learner Exam corresponds to our
desire to offer everyone the chance to
effectively prepare for a language exam,”
said Charle-Eliott Debourdeau, CEO and
Founder of GlobalExam. “With the Learner Exam, we wish to offer a high-performing
and highly personalised solution that uses support to facilitate success.”

The Learner Exam is now available here. Please get in touch if you would like a demo!
Access our media kit here
About GlobalExam:
Developed in 2013, GlobalExam is specialist EdTech for highly personalised language training. Its
mission is to use individualised support to give everyone the chance to accomplish their goals,
whether they are personal or professional.
Its tailor-made learning method makes it possible to evaluate and improve language levels in order
to meet set goals.

GlobalExam encompasses more than 35 exams in 5 languages and has nearly 50 occupation- and
industry-adapted courses available on an intuitive e-learning platform.
GlobalExam’s promises of success, fun and confidence now assist more than 1.5 million
GlobalPlayers in 80 countries and more than 1,300 companies, training bodies and graduate
schools.
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